MONITORS AND ENTRY PANELS

LEADING VIDEO DOOR PHONES WITH UNPARALLELED TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN.

URMET IS IN YOUR LIFE
The Company

URMET

Urmet, established in Italy in 1958, designs, develops and markets products and systems for building automation. The company is a leading player in building automation and security thanks to its constant investment in technology research which simplify, reduce installation time and improve functionality in residential, tertiary and industrial sectors. A wide range of products offers solutions to living and working spaces with the specific requirements of each market.

Video-doorphone, doorphone, telephony, climate control, professional video-surveillance, intrusion detection and fire-detection systems: a range of solutions to living spaces giving peace of mind and security, with the intelligence of technology and user-friendly automation—making everyday solutions even easier. Urmet with more 50 enterprises spread over more than 100 countries all over the world with a diffused sales network.

URMET GROUP

The Urmet Group is a leading Italian provider with a strong international presence comprising over fifty companies that put together their expertise to offer global solutions to partners and customers. The Urmet Group designs, develops and markets products and systems in the communication and security sectors, as well as in energy management and saving and telecommunications. In Italy it is the leading provider of video-doorphone and telephone systems, access automation and control, professional intrusion detection, anti-fire and video-surveillance systems; from private homes to town redevelopment planning up to large public infrastructures, the Group is a global partner reputed for product quality and service effectiveness.
MAX AND CX MODO: THE NEW 7” MONITORS

16:9 image ratio, touch controls, home automation capabilities and advanced features that turn the monitor into an extended and integrated control terminal. The glossy finishing of the white ABS case donates brightness and solidity, while the very reduced overall dimensions allow perfect compatibility with every environment.

Find out more at pages 12 and 16.

THE MÌRO FAMILY

Audio and video versions, with speakerphone or hands-free. A full range of models for all needs, for analogue and digital systems, offering access to all the functions of the intercom system. Thanks to the integration with the Yokis-based simple home automation the indoor station lets the user trigger a number of preset scenarios.

Find out more at page 22.

MODULAR ENTRY PANELS

Sinthesi is the most popular control panel on the market, that stands out for its versatility and the complete range of modules. In its standard and vandalproof versions, it is the most suited solution for any installation that never fails to provide great performance and look.

Find out more at page 38.

ARTISTIC ENTRY PANELS

Exigo is synonymous with class: brass with PVD antioxidant processing available in different sizes, with audio and video capability; Titanium is a totally customized product, from its shape to the electronic equipment inside it, which is perfect for replacements due to its compatibility with existing flush-mounting boxes.

Find out more at page 36.
Welcome home

Urmet’s digital video door phone systems offer more that just a traditional video door phone. The Urmet technology meets any in-building communication requirements. Max is the new 7" monitor with a modern designed and reduced encumbrance. With Urmet every device finds its place.

• A complete range for Full Ip system
• Scalable system for all residential needs
• For big system or large compounds
• Integration with alarm and Home Automation system
• A range of indoor and outdoor stations offering refined design and smart ergonomics
Elekt is the digital entry panel with a glossy surface, chrome-plated edges, soft-touch controls and a 3.5” display. Thanks to the Urmet IPerVoice system, Elekt delivers advanced functions: call from name directory, video messaging, integrated video surveillance. The style in unmistakably Urmet.
Made for each other

Aiko is the wide-screen, hands-free monitor with a soft-touch control interface. Featuring an advanced design and smooth lines, it provides easy access to all functions of Urmet’s 2Voice digital system.

• A complete range of indoor monitor from handset to hands-free version
• Integration with Yokis Home Automation
• From the single-family home through to large residential complexes, new buildings and renovations
• A range of indoor and outdoor stations offering refined design and smart ergonomics
Synthesi Steel is the vandal-proof modular entry panel that stands out for its high safety and unmistakable line. The steel frame block and the use of special Torx screws guarantee top-class resistance against attacks and damages. The lean and evolved design provides an effective interface to a full range of capabilities.
The match is perfect

Miro Vivavoce is the hands-free monitor for digital and analogue systems that delivers innovative functions: not only the control of gates and video-surveillance functions, but also integration with the Yokis modules for easy home automation applications. Available in wall, table and flush mounting versions, this monitor suits any living environment to perfection.

- Professional range products easy to install
- From the single-family home through to large residential complexes system installation
- Integration with Yokis Home Automation
Sinthesi S2 is the modular entry panel with unmistakable impact and versatility. The finishes in brushed steel give elegance to the panel's body, while a full and articulated range of modules provides audio/video capability, access control and allows the use of the systems including people with disabilities.
Audio and video doorphone

Technological innovation widens opportunities for human beings.

Design simplifies man-machine interaction.

Urmet monitors bring this twofold evolution into video door phone systems.

Urmet video door phone systems are simply better. One wire is all it takes to provide you with an extensive range of services, thanks to digital systems.

Max

A 7-inch, latest generation screen revolutionising the world of video door phone systems.

Modo

Pure multimedia, with an integrated camera, an MP3 player and a photo and video player.

Cx Modo

Video answering machine, video surveillance and call forwarding on a smartphone if you’re not home. With all the functions of the IperHome system.

Nexo

It is a further step along technology evolution, as it brings colour wide-screen on analogue systems.
Nothing is more evolved than simplicity

Aiko

Design where you don’t expect it, with advanced design and an incredibly ergonomic interface.

Miro Range

The monitors of the Miro family multiply the possibilities of communication. Available in the standard speakerphone or hands-free versions, with video or audio-only capability, the Miro monitors offer access to all functions of the video-doorphone system and enable the control of home automation systems based on Yokis modules. Communication has never been this easy.

Signo

A best-seller on the Italian market, its minimal style combines with a strong personality even in the audio-only version.
max

Monitors and Entry Panel Range

User Interface
CCTV records

Compatible with:
Opportunity to integrate Yokis modules.

User Interface
Yokis functions

User Interface
CCTV records
Ready to give you the best

Max is the new, latest generation Urmet IP Touch 7" screen revolutionising the world of video door phones. The thin and state-of-the-art screen may be installed on a wall or recessed, without any encumbrance.

**Original design, sensitive touch display, home automation control.**

Its sleek and versatile line makes it an object with a unique design, which integrates perfectly in any contemporary interior. The screen leverages the sensitive touch technology to integrate such innovative functions as the IPerHome home control, appliance and video surveillance system management, proximity key scanning for facilitated access, audio and video call and messaging management directly from a smartphone through the Urmet Call2U system. The simple and user-friendly interface is very easy to operate, even for those who are not particularly familiar with modern technology.

---

**Features**

- **Dimensions:**
  - 134 x 208 x 19 mm (H x W x D)
  - 8.18 x 5.27 x 0.74 in
- 7” monitor
- Screen resolution: 1024 x 600
- Call-forwarding function to smartphones and tablets
- CCTV functionality with IP cameras
- IPerHome-ready
- Home button
- Customised MUTE function with preset duration
- Customised ringtones with MP3 support
- Miscellaneous: weather, news, e-mail, web browsing
- Micro-SD slot for photos, music and storage

---

The thinnest one, only 19 mm - 0.74 in

Max perfectly combines with Nea Expi design style
modo

Compatible with:

Opportunity to integrate Yokis modules.
Communication, today

Modo embodies Urmet’s ultimate notion of style. All video door phone functions can be controlled via a 7” touch-screen with a sleek case. Modo allows access to all functions of Urmet’s 2Voice system: intercom and video surveillance.

Open the door to the future.

Modo is a revolutionary device in the world of video door phone terminals, as it is the first to introduce wide-screen visualisation. Furthermore, Modo opens the doors to IPerHome, Urmet’s Home Automation system allowing advanced integration among home control and management systems.

Modo can be surface wall mounted with no need for brackets and, thanks to its light and refined white finish, it blends perfectly into modern and sophisticated interiors. The clear screen and its four icons make it a smart device, with a user-friendly and simple interface.

Features

- Dimensions: 134 x 225 x 36 mm (H x W x D) 5.27 x 8.86 x 1.42 in
- 7” colour touch-screen Intercom calls from name directory or on-screen keyboard
- Unlimited activations via virtual keyboard
- Multiple call to switchboards or reception desks
- Management of two electric locks
- Customised ringtones
- Visualisation of video streams from CCTV cameras
- Message box
- Automatic door opening
- MUTE function with LED signal
- Two-speakers audio
- IPerHome-ready
- Energy consumption metering

Modo perfectly combines with Nea Expì design style.
Compatible with:

- Peri Voice
- 2 Wires

NEW

MONITORS AND ENTRY PANEL RANGE

Modo
More than a video doorphone

CX Modo is perfect for customers who love to match their passion for design and latest generation technology. Today this is possible also in the video door phone segment thanks to a 7” display offering a sharp, high definition resolution with a simple and user-friendly user interface. CX Modo is dedicated to the IPerVoice system, which is ideal for very large buildings thanks to its IP technology.

A latest generation monitor integrating basic home automation functions.

Indeed, with a single cable, labour and material costs are drastically reduced, though the evolved system is effective, easily scalable and offers more solutions. The screen allows to integrate such basic home automation functions as light control, shutter control, garden irrigation and scenario design.

CX Modo is the new 7” screen for the Urmet IPerVoice digital system, which integrates all communication systems in a building. Automatic video-on function to use the external camera in the video surveillance mode, video messaging, door opener and many other additional services, such as automatic elevator call to the entrance floor. It can be wall mounted with very low encumbrance; sophisticated and light design.

Features

- Dimensions: 175 x 200 x 52 mm (H x W x D) 6.88 x 7.87 x 2.04 in
- 16:9 colour 7” monitor with hands-free audio
- White glossy colour
- Adjustable call volume, brightness and contrast
- Different ringtones for external and intercom calls
- MUTE function
- Control of a second entry gate
- Feedback LED
- 3 intercom calls
Compatible with:

- COAX 5 Wires

Opportunity to integrate Yokis modules.
Innovation driven by passion

Nexo represents technology evolution in the field of video-doorphone systems with coaxial and 5Wire system. A 7” colour TFT monitor, hands-free audio and a user-friendly interface make for a device that is easy to use and beautiful to look at.

The evolution of the species.

With the new monitor, Urmet is set to revolutionise and give new impetus to the video-doorphone systems industry by introducing a high-technology device that improves the performance of existing systems without having to resort to extensive modifications.

This line’s design gives a contemporary home accent, higher image resolution, and better value for money by expanding the capabilities of conventional systems.

It is surface wall mounted with mounting brackets. All functions (audio on/off, door opening, accessory functions) can be activated from four simple buttons on the front and another three on the side. Ideal to replace video door phones with micro receiver and electronic call.

Nexo is super-thin and easy to use.

Nexo perfectly combines with Nea Expi design style

Features

- Dimensions: 136 x 200 x 24,5 mm (H x W x D) 5.35 x 7.87 x 0.96 in
- White glossy body
- 7” TFT colour display
- Wall-mounting
- Adjustable brightness and contrast
- Adjustable call volume
Aiko gives the video-doorphone a brand new look: wide screen, soft-touch control panel, hands-free audio as well as all exclusive features of Urmet’s digital systems in one. The compact design and its smooth lines, matching perfectly with the white or black, glossy-finished livery make Aiko more than a video door phone, but an actual interior design object.

**Perfect in every detail.**

4.3” TFT touch-screen monitor, soft-touch control panel, outdoor station camera activation function for video surveillance purposes, ready for integration with four further control cameras, video messaging, open door indicator, automatic door opener function and additional services. Urmet gave this feature-packed device a simply beautiful design. Aiko needs recessed installation, wall mounting or a special desktop stand. Its simple and user-friendly interface and its display configuration menu provide easy access to all functions. Moreover, it is easy to clean: not only because its surface is smooth and even, but also because of a special function deactivating soft-touch controls for 30 seconds.

### Features

- **Dimensions:**
  - 160 x 130 x 29.7 mm (H x W x D)
  - 6.30 x 5.12 x 1.17 in
- **Colours:** white and black, with glossy finishing
- **4.3” colour display with OSD menu**
- **Wall, table and flush-mounting**
- **Full-duplex communication**
- **management of up to 32 intercom calls through internal address book**
- **Compliant with EU ETS300381 and EN60118 regulations on T-mode hearing aid devices**
Features (handset version)

- Dimensions: 200 x 173 x 52 mm (H x W x D)
  7.87 x 6.81 x 2.04 in
- 4.3” 16:9 colour display
- Wall mounting, flush mounting or table top
- 2 programmable buttons
- Driveway gate control
- Activation of auxiliary services
- MUTE function
- Panic alarm input
- Floor call input
- Auto-activation and control of CCTV cameras
- Intercom calls
Contemporary style

Quality is in the details. You see, touch and feel it: its polished finish gives shine to the sturdy ABS housing, which conveys uncompromising strength also to touch. The buttons have a short and clear operation, while sound quality is among the highest in the market.

Miro.

Miro is the monitor that offers more design, more technology and more savings. With Miro you can get the best capability, functionality and versatility out of the 2Voice system also for audio-only or video installations. In addition to the three standard buttons for auxiliary services and the support for hearing aid devices, the video version of Miro offers a large 4.3” colour display.

Miro hands-free.

The hands-free video doorphone, in white and black liveries, complete the Miro range. Available in wall, table and flush-mounting versions, Miro hands-free delivers features that distinguish it from other monitors, including the control of driveway gates, automatic on-call door opener, panic alarm functionality and the integration with Yokis relays for the activation of preset scenarios.

Features (hands-free version)

- Dimensions: 129 x 160 x 23 mm (H x W x D)
- 5.07 x 6.29 x 0.9 in
- 4.3” 16:9 colour display
- Wall, table or flush-mounting
- 2 programmable buttons
- Driveway gate control
- Activation of auxiliary services
- Intercom calls
- MUTE functions
- Panic alarm input
- Floor call input
- Auto-activation and control of CCTV cameras
- 2 auxiliary inputs for miscellaneous service (for instance, connection to Yokis E2BPP scenario modules)

Miro perfectly combines with Nea Flexa design style

Compatible with:

Opportunity to integrate Yokis modules.
Features (handset version)
- Dimensions
  200 x 90 x 52 mm (H x W x D)
  708 x 3.54 x 2.04 in
- White body with glossy finishing
- Adjustable call volume
- Customisable ringtones

for external and intercom calls
- MUTE function
- Opening of a second gateway
- Feedback LED
  (2Voice version only)
- 3 intercom calls
  (2Voice version only)
Minimal manifesto

Available both for the digital 2Voice two non-polarised wires system and for the 4+n and 1+n analogue versions; this new Urmet door phone is all about design, versatility and function. It is beautiful to behold and easy to install, with a price/quality ratio that knows no rival.

Miro Audio. Perfect for mixed systems and transformation.

In the digital 2Voice version, Mirò Audio adapts perfectly to its role of secondary indoor service station; in analogue systems Mirò Audio is compatible with all 4+n systems and is the ideal choice to replace old door phones or to turn the old bell ring into an audio system.

Miro Hands-free Audio. A great little speaker.

The hands-free version of Miro Audio is extremely small and also cute to look at. It can be wall-mounted, also on rectangular 3 modules or 60 mm diameter round boxes. Thus, the monitor fits perfectly into the environment, becoming a natural complement for the living environment, continuing to provide all the necessary functionality and a highest audio quality.

Features (hands-free version)

• Dimensions:
  Flush-mounting version on UNI 503
  80 x 110 x 9 mm (H x W x D)
  wall-mounting version
  80 x 110 x 18,5 mm (H x W x D)
  White body with glossy finishing
• MUTE function (2Voice version)
• 4 buttons
• Mounts on rectangular 3 modules or round ø60 mm flush boxes
• Door opener
• 2Voice versions only:
  • 2 intercom calls
  • Feedback LED
  • Dip-switch programming
• Customised ringtones for external and intercom calls

Miro perfectly combines with Nea Flexa design style

Compatible with:

Miro Audio HANDS-FREE

AUDIO HANDS-FREE
Beauty and functionality: freedom of choice

Signo is the smart, subtle, functional, versatile residential application monitor. Elegant, sober and compact (profile is thinner than 5 cm); sober, because communication is performed through a micro receiver; functional, because only four buttons allow to control all functions; versatile, as it comes in three smart colours, as well as in the audio-only version. Signo perfectly combines with Flexa design style, included in the Nea residential applications by Simon Urmet.

Beauty within reach.

Signo features a door opener buttons and another three for the auxiliary functions provided for Urmet digital systems: exchange call, intercom, activation of additional services, pedestrian and vehicle access opener. Signo technology makes for a device that is easy to use and beautiful to look at.

Signo needs a recessed installation, wall mounting or a special desktop stand. Its simple controls (probably the most user-friendly available in the market) and its display configuration menu provide easy access to all functions. Signo Video 4” TFT screen colours are bright and clean, providing clear, high-quality images.

Features

- Dimensions: 225 x 205 x 50 mm (H x W x D) 8.85 x 8.07 x 1.97 in
- Colours: white
- 4” colour display
- Wall, table or flush mounting
- Glossy finishing
- Total flat and minimum encumbrance
- Compliant with EU ETS300381 and EN60118 regulations on T-mode hearing aid devices
Entry panels

Solidity, compactness, design and performance. An Urmet entry panel meets all of these requirements, thanks to a full range of styles and functions.

For analog and digital systems, with modular or monoblock body frames and classic or modern lines.

Prodel

Prodel (an Urmet Group company) is specialized in custom finishing and shape to replace old Urmet or other companies panel.

**Elekta**
The outdoor terminal of IPerVoice system with soft-touch interface, colour screen, directory and access control.

**Elekta Steel**
The technology offer of Elekta with a sturdy steel body for vandal resistance.

**Titanium**
The ideal choice to replace your old entry panel with class and a modern touch without changing the flush mounting box.

**Exigo Digital**
Thanks to the digital module, the Exigo series class is suitable also for large-sized systems.

**Exigo**
An elegant choice, customised on the basis of customer’s specific demands with top-quality materials and many personalisation options.
The range

**Sinthesi Steel**
Sinthesi Steel provides all functions enabled by Sinthesi with the security of the vandal resistant function.

**Sinthesi S2**
This modular entry panel suits all environments, provides access control and is designed for easy use by people with disabilities.

**925**
This audio and video entry panel for analogue system is strong and has stood the test of time, and also features a new design.

**Mikra Range**
One and two-family terminal, with compact and refined design, for flush or surface wall mount, different finishes available.
MONITORS AND ENTRY PANEL RANGE

Compatible with:

1 Per Voice | 2 Voice
Technology advancement is here and now

Elekta is the digital entry panel with IP protocol opening the door to IPerVoice, Urmet’s digital system that takes the concept of video door phone systems to the next level. The unmistakeable Urmet style features polished finish, top quality materials, smooth, stylish design lines. Countless functions are presented on an aesthetically pleasing 3.5” colour display.

**Hi-tech sophistication.**

Video door phone functions are supplemented with all advanced functions of the Urmet IPerVoice system: call from name directory, video message with customisable logo, route indication from entry gate to selected residence, integrated video surveillance.

All this is available on the Elekta unit through convenient soft-touch controls arranged on the unit body that features rounded corners, chrome-plated edges and a smooth, polished surface lending it a uniform, stylish appearance. Elekta is flush-mounted entry panel for the digital IPerVoice digital system. It is very easy to install because there are no modules to be assembled.

**Features**

- Dimensions:
  - 310 x 130 x 42 mm (H x L x P)
  - 12.2 x 5.11 x 1.65 in
- Black body with glossy finishing
- 3.5” colour display
- Alphanumeric keypad
- Audio and video message box
- Compliant with EU ETS300381 and EN60118 regulations on T-mode hearing aid devices
Elekta Steel is the vandal resistant version of the IP digital entry panel Elekta. Elekta Steel has a one-piece polished steel body with flush moving elements: this design concept dramatically reduces the possibility of damage and lends it a sturdy, pleasant appearance. Elekta Steel is strongly-built, it features IK09 impact resistance degree and IP45 protection degree against the infiltration of liquids and fine dust.

**The very best in every respect.**

Elekta Steel has earned its reputation for excellent technology and functionality on today’s market. As a matter of fact, it offers all active communication and security functions of the Urmet IPerVoice system along with passive security features that are unique to Elekta Steel. The polished steel body is rust-proof and removal resistant. the mobile flush elements prevent liquid infiltration and protect the entry panel parts from damage; the integrated proximity key scan allows to effectively control all accesses. Elekta Steel requires flush installation and is secured to the wall with special Torx screws. Its compact one-piece steel body offers no pry points.

Elekta Steel are now available in new pvd colour finishes. For more details please contact sales network

**Features**

- **Dimensions:**
  - 310 x 130 x 42 mm (H x L x P)
  - 12.2 x 5.11 x 1.65 in
- Polished Steel
- 3.5" colour display
- Alphanumeric panel
- Audio - video recording
- Compliant with EU ETS300381 and EN60118 regulations on T-mode hearing aid devices
titanium

Compatible with:

- 1 voice
- 2 voices
Strong and durable

Titanium is the classy vandalproof entry panel, compatible with Urmet’s IPervoice 2Voice digital systems. Available with a glossy or matt finishing, fully customisable, Titanium adapts to any context and allows the reuse of available flush mounting boxes. Titanium is just 3 mm thick. The robust and durable structure guarantees high resistance to atmospheric agents. The steel body structured is secured by an exclusive treatment that prevents corrosion and oxidation.

Welcome style

Titanium allows the integration of multiple devices into one a single Urmet front panel and is the perfect solution to renew existing installations, getting the class and the design of an artistic entry panel with no need of masonry. Titanium offers customized solutions and it combines perfectly the elegance of forms with the technology of the most advanced Urmet communication systems.

Features

- Fits into existing flush boxes
- Glossy or satin finishing
- 100% customisable
- Compatible with all Urmet systems
- Antioxidant processing
- Urmet electronic equipment fitted in one single monoblock plate
- 3mm - 0.18in thickness
DIGITAL MONITORS AND ENTRY PANEL RANGE

Compatible with:

- COAX: 4 +N 1 +N 5 WIRES
- PerVoice: 2
Beautiful, custom-made, technological

Exigo is built on the basis of customers’ specific demands. The customer may choose the material, shape, size of the outer cover and operating functions of the entry panel. Exigo is available with audio and video configuration, it can also integrate access control function with proximity sensor, digital directory and door opener systems. All models come with PVD anti-corrosion and anti-oxidation treatments. Exigo is top-notch quality; a quality you can touch and feel.

**Versatile yet unique.**

Exigo is the entry panel that offers endless customisation options and refined finishes, in polished and satin-finished brass with steel-chrome, gun-metal grey, copper bronze, iron-mica colour finishes. Even shapes can be customised to each user’s preferences.

Exigo needs a recessed installation with dedicated box Mod. 625 and Sinthesi or using flush-mounting boxed already installed, thus avoiding costly repair works. Installation is easy as it is pre-assembled at the factory. Exigo is compatible with all of Urmet’s door phone and video door phone systems.

Exigo is designed in cooperation with Prodel Urmet Group. Exigo digital is the new panel range existing in various models; shapes, dimensions can be customized. In addition it is possible to combine static directory modules and have the following PVD colours: PVD brass, PVD gun metal grey, PVD copper bronze, Chrome steel and Micaceous iron.

**Features**

- Five colours with glossy or matt finishing
- Customisable dimensions
- 3 mm thickness
- Wall or flush-mounting
- Anti-oxidation process
- Suitable for different mounting boxes
MONITORS AND ENTRY PANEL RANGE

Compatible with:
C O A X

5 WIRES

4+N
1+N
5+1

3nthesi steel
Steel’s most elegant shape

Sinthesi Steel is style designed for security. The new Urmet entry panel features advanced vandal resistant protection, as well as its typical operating versatility. Its polished steel body with flush elements dramatically reduces the possibility of tampering. Its impact resistance is rated IK09, its protection against the infiltration of liquids and fine dust is rated IP45. The wide-angle colour camera allows for long-range video recording.

Unparalleled quality and resistance.

Sinthesi Steel still features Sinthesi’s typical modular characteristics, with a more stylish look and even more security features. The wide-angle camera features a shooting angle of 120° (horizontal) and 90° (vertical).

Its one-piece polished steel body is treated to resist corrosion and is vandal-resistant, thanks to its special Torx screws. Its flush moving elements resist the infiltration of fluids and prevent entry panel damage or removal, highlighting the manifest sturdiness and style of new Sinthesi Steel.

Sinthesi Steel needs recessed or surface wall mounting in appropriate housing boxes. Installation is quick and easy as all modules snap onto the wall frame and no additional tools are required. Wiring of digital system is done with simple flat cables. Sinthesi Steel may also be used as a system upgrade, since it features Sinthesi’s outdoor analogue stations interface as well as Urmet’s Sinthesi and K-Steel flush-mounting boxes.

Features

- Vandal resistant steel body, with flush buttons
- Compatible with Sinthesi S2 and K-Steel flush-mounting boxes
- Wide-angle camera - 120°
- White back-lighting and customizable name tag colours
- Mechanical impact resistance degree: IK 09
- Compatible with analogue Sinthesi outdoor stations
- Pre-wired modules
- IP45 protection degree (ingress of solid objects and water)

Unparalleled quality and resistance.

Sinthesi Steel is designed in cooperation with Prodel Urmet Group. It has a wide range of functions and is compatible with Urmet’s digital and analogue systems. Discover the entire range on www.prodeltorino.it

PVD TREATMENT

Sinthesi Steel and the new kit base system are now available with the new PVD colour finishes. For more details please contact sales network.
MONITORS AND ENTRY PANEL RANGE

**synthesi s2**

Compatible with:

- Per Voice
- 2 Voice
- COAX 4+N 1+N 5 Wires
Quality has new standards.

Sinthesi S2 is Urmet’s new modular entry panel with a new design, improved-quality finishes and a fresh look featuring cleaner, though it still retains all its modular features. With Sinthesi S2, Urmet revamps the most well-known and appreciated entry panel on the market, improving its functionality and performance.

The innovative and stylish finishing of this aluminium entry panel lends it a more refined look, while the colour camera units and the new module range stand as the base of technical development.

More design, function and performance.

Sinthesi S2 is available with a new, broader range of modules, which also includes speech synthesis systems and LED signalling. Sinthesi S2 is compatible with hearing aids switched to the “T” position that allow the hearing impaired to join in the conversation. Sinthesi S2 is compatible either with a recessed installation or can be wall-mounted in a dedicated steel housing with a rain visor available as optional. The exquisitely finished steel and the LED back-lit name tags and street number module give it a pleasant look and touch.

Features

- Multiple installation options horizontal or vertical
- Green name tag back-lighting
- Compliant with Sinthesi flush-mounting boxes
- Access control
- Compliant with ETS300381 and EN60118 European standards for hearing aids switched to the “T” position
- Quick and easy installation

If you have an old urmet panel (mod 625) you can buy the replacement panel. For details contact your sales network.
MONITORS AND ENTRY PANEL RANGE

925

Compatible with:

- 2 VOICE
- CAXX 4 N 1 N 5 Wires
Complete, reliable, convenient.

In the digital 2Voice version, Mirò Audio adapts perfectly to its role of secondary indoor service station; in analogue systems Mirò Audio is compatible with all 4+n systems and is the ideal choice to replace old door phones or to turn the old bell ring into an audio system.

Urmet’s quality takes one step forward.

Great ease of installation and excellent quality/price ratio make this entry panel very competitive. It comes with drawn aluminium front panel with plastic headers, button holder frame with metal buttons and flush-mounting box. The entry panel is arranged in blocks with one or two rows that can be set side by side to achieve 3, 4, 5 and 6-row set-up. In addition, appropriate housings are available for surface wall mount in configurations with up to 24 buttons.

The aluminium structure, with ABS complements, makes 925 entry panel an elegant, easy-to-use and -to-install terminal. Few items to assemble and no components that need assembling on site.

Features

- One-piece entry panel for flush mounting / surface wall mounting
- Aluminium front panel
- Compact size
- IP 33
Modern, strongly-built, versatile.

Mikra was designed for one and two-family users and it embodies a revolutionary notion of outdoor video door phone system entry panel design. Mikra embodies a purely modern style, thanks to its compact design and to its structure made of Zamak, which protects it against unfavourable weather conditions and gives it a pleasant and sturdy feel.

Mikra is available in the audio and video version and also in the Mikra Exigo model with the polished or satin-finished brass, steel or iron mica front panel. Mikra has a compact shape and outstanding performance.

Premium performance, in every way.

**Mikra** video has a strong and resistance satin-finished Zamak body. Because of it **Mikra** was given the IK07 grade for shock resistance and IP44 grade for liquid and micro-dust infiltration resistance. The audio-only version features an aluminium front cover. The **Mikra Exigo** version features top-quality finishes: brass and steel with polished and satin finishes or iron-mica. The audio-video version camera is equipped with and LED lighting system for sharp and clear footage also during the night.

All Mikra versions are compatible with Urmet’s 2Voice system and with analogue 2-wire systems. **Mikra** is compatible with surface wall mounting, semi-flush installation or, thanks to its compact size, 10cm wide plate mounting. **Mikra Exigo** versions are flush-mounted.

**Features**

- White LED backlighting
- Wall and flush mounting versions
- Wide-angle camera with LED illuminator (video version only)
Sales Network

For assistance and information about Urmet products and systems you can scan this QR code with your smartphone or visit www.urmet.com >> Contacts >> Export Sales Network